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ABSTRACT Cities are growing at a dizzying pace and they require improved methods to manage crowded
areas. Crowd management stands for the decisions and actions taken to supervise and control densely
populated spaces and it involves multiple challenges, from recognition and assessment to application of
actions tailored to the current situation. To that end, Wi-Fi-based monitoring systems have emerged as a
cost-effective solution for the former one. The key challenge that they impose is the requirement to handle
large datasets and provide results in near real-time basis. However, traditional big data and event processing
approaches have important shortcomings while dealing with crowd management information. In this paper,
we describe a novel system architecture for real-time crowd recognition for smart cities and smart buildings
that can be easily replicated. The described system proposes a privacy-aware platform that enables the
application of artificial intelligence mechanisms to assess crowds’ behavior in buildings employing sensed
Wi-Fi traces. Furthermore, the present paper shows the implementation of the system in two buildings,
an airport and a market, as well as the results of applying a set of classification algorithms to provide crowd
management information.

INDEX TERMS Smart city, Internet of Things, crowd management, artificial intelligence, positioning.

I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, modern technologies are enabling and widening
the connectivity possibilities all over the world [1]. Further-
more, during the forthcoming years, we will be witnesses
of a new era in which a vast majority of the traffic will be
produced by Machine-to-Machine communications. Accord-
ing to Cisco, IoT devices will represent half of the Internet
connections worldwide, with a total of 14.6 billion IoT con-
nections by 2022 [2]. Certainly, such massive deployment of
IoT devices will have a positive impact in multiple domains,
being the Smart City paradigm one of the application areas
that has attracted more attention. At present, IoT-based tech-
nologies are already transforming traditional public services
[3] such as urban planning, lighting or waste management,
just to name a few.

In this regard, one of the services that is prone to be ben-
efited from the disruption of IoT technologies is crowd man-
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agement [4]. Cities are experiencing an enormous increase
of population. According to the UN’s Department of Eco-
nomic and Social Affairs, 68% of the population will be
living in cities by 2050, compared to the 55% of today [5].
World’s urbanization rate is arising multiple problems, such
as sustainable infrastructure developments or crowd control.
Either under normal circumstances or at large events (e.g.
concerts, sports or emergencies), control of large popula-
tions in urban areas require a deep knowledge of crowds’
situation and behavior. Besides, in the light of recent events
that have rocked the world due to the COVID-19 disease
outbreak, crowd management has become also fundamental
in critical infrastructures (e.g. airports) or leisure areas (e.g.
parks or markets). This paper presents a solution that is based
on the belief that IoT technologies can effectively contribute
to the management of crowds in cities.

There are three key contributions presented in this paper,
as summarised as follows. Firstly, we present a system archi-
tecture that is the baseline for implementing novel crowd
management solutions based on the analysis of captured
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Wi-Fi frames originated from people’s smartphones. This
architecture is meant to be easily replicated, providing a com-
mon and extendable framework for future implementations
of Wi-Fi-based solutions for crowd management. Secondly,
a particularly important feature that is described in the paper
is how the proposed solution addresses the existing Euro-
pean Union privacy regulation regardingMAC address usage,
which has to be legally binding. In this sense, the paper
describes an effective solution to properly anonymise this
datum for real-time crowd management. Finally, the paper
presents two real-life deployment scenarios in Santander,
including an airport and a city market. In this sense, the paper
not only describes the implementation, but also the results
of applying several statistical classification models for crowd
assessment in critical infrastructures to validate the imple-
mentation of the crowd management system that has been
carried out.

The remaining of the paper is structured as follows.
Section II reviews the existing literature of crowd manage-
ment solutions, with special emphasis on Wi-Fi-based solu-
tions, focusing on the key features of the novel solution
for a system architecture described in the paper. Section III
outlines SmartSantander, the Smart City framework where
the work has been carried out. Section IV presents the pro-
posed system architecture for supporting crowd management
services as well as the key design features that have been
considered. Section V describes the real-world deployment
carried out in two critical infrastructures of Santander, namely
a public market and the airport, and the software implemen-
tation details. Section VI introduces the statistical models
that have been developed and tested in the aforementioned
deployments. Finally, the paper presents in section VII the
main conclusions derived from our work.

II. RELATED WORK
Most of the deployed systems to monitor people’s flow are
based in a reduced set of technologies, including: video
cameras, radio frequency, information from smartphone sen-
sors and crowdsensing, or radio technologies, such as Blue-
tooth or Wi-Fi. All these technologies offer different advan-
tages based on their characteristics.

Crowd management systems based on video cameras
present important advantages compared with Wi-Fi-based
solutions, such as the possibility of reusing existing infras-
tructure (e.g. traffic cameras); the possibility of increase
their accuracy based on new developments in image recog-
nition [6]; or the near real time feedback provided. However,
this technology is highly dependent on visual aspects (e.g.
weather conditions, environment changes, etc.), that could
incur in extra costs associated to its deployment depending
on the area to be monitored. Besides, they have to deal with
the privacy concerns [7] that are inherent to the use of video
cameras, which is extremely restricted in many places, even
if the data is properly anonymised.

On the other hand, Radio Frequency systems provide
highly accurate results in the short range and their use does

not introduce any major privacy issue. Furthermore, they do
not depend on the users as Wi-Fi-based system do (i.e users
need to carry a smartphone to be detected). Their operation
is based on the signal reflections produced by human bodies
when a signal is directed against them [8]. Despite their
accuracy, they do not perform well in crowded areas, which
is the main focus in crowd management in cities. Moreover,
they are not able to distinguish between individuals, which
makes almost impossible to assess flows of people in public
buildings or cities.

The usage of technologies included in modern smart-
phones is also common in the literature to perform crowd
management and monitoring. Similarly to the system pre-
sented in this paper, these solutions require a smartphone
to detect individuals. Smartphones, which almost everybody
carry with himself or herself nowadays, are equipped with
several wireless technologies such as mobile broadband (e.g.
4G, LTE, etc.), Bluetooth or Wi-Fi, as well as GPS. Crowd
management and positioning solutions based on these wire-
less technologies can be divided in two main categories:
passive and active systems. The main difference between
them lies in the need of a specific action from the users to
trigger the tracking in the latter ones.

Among the active systems, we can highlight those based
on the GPS information provided by the mobile phones [9].
However, these techniques require the installation of specific
apps by the user, which might deal with an increased battery
consumption. Additionally, GPS location data can be inac-
curate indoors, limiting the crowd management to specific
use cases. On the contrary, this solution provides a accurate
data outdoors and does not depends on external infrastructure
to work once the user has the application installed in the
device.

Similarly, Pedestrian Dead Reckoning methods [10]
[11], which uses internal smartphone sensors, such as the
accelerometer or the gyroscope, requires the installation of
an application on the smartphone. This method consists in
inferring the current location of users based on their pre-
vious positions and the smartphone sensor data. However,
this estimation method falls into cumulative tracking errors
that reduces the precision considerably. Within this group,
it is worth mentioning the crowdsensing-based system, which
aggregates information from multiple smartphones to per-
form crowd management. This method can provide informa-
tion about the crowd behaviour [12], [13], such as the estima-
tion of queue times to access buildings or public areas (e.g.
waiting time in certain restaurants). Similarly to the GPS-
based solution, it does not require of external infrastructure
to work.

Employing information from the smartphone’s nearby base
stations to which they are attached is one of the first examples
of passive technology for crowd management in cities [14].
This method provides coverage in most of the cities. How-
ever, such information can only be gathered by the operator
of the network, and the main drawback is the error esti-
mation of several tens of meters at best [15]. Future radio
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communication technologies promise a higher accuracywhen
using this method with the introduction of the 5G [16] net-
works.

Finally, crowd positioning and assessment solutions
exploiting local and personal wireless networks such as Wi-
Fi and Bluetooth have been thoroughly explored during the
past years. Those using Bluetooth typically utilizes the bea-
cons sent by the device to locate it within a specific area.
Although the accuracy can be of around 1meter, they requires
the deployment of a dense infrastructure due to Bluetooth’s
short physical range. On the other hand, Wi-Fi-based systems
have been one of the most studied methods to locate people
in the latest years [17], and have a larger range compared
to bluetooth-based-systems. There are several approaches to
locate through Wi-Fi:

• Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) methods.
They determine the distance between the user device and
the access points based on the measured RSSI.

• Fingerprint methods. Although they use the RSSI as
well, the approach is slightly different to the previous
method. In this case, the location is obtained based on
the surrounding access points detected by a smartphone
for a specific location in previous measurements.

• Angle-of-Arrival methods. They are based on theMIMO
technology included in modern Wi-Fi interfaces that
use an array of antennas. They measure the phase shift
between the antennas of the array to calculate the posi-
tion of the user device based on triangulation.

• Time of Flight based methods. They consist in the cal-
culation of the distance between the receiver and the
transmitter from the signal propagation time.

Despite the technological advances and the large scientific
production on the positioning research topic, the existing
literature on crowd management systems, tested under real
conditions outside from the laboratory, is limited. In [18],
authors presents a system to let people know where they are
located, but it is only based on a prefilled database with the
closest access points, thus not considering external monitor-
ing of crowds as we do for crowd management. References
[19] and [20] analyse the number of devices connected to
different access points within the different areas of a cam-
pus, but the experiments are limited to offline analysis of
extracted datasets, compared to the system presented in this
paper, which is meant to deliver information about crowds in
near real time. Also offline, in [21] data from surrounding
Bluetooth and Wi-Fi devices is gathered from mobile phones
and compared with a prefilled database. The work presented
in [22] is interesting as it follows a similar approach and
present an implementation architecture, including a real-
life deployment, but it employs specific devices (tags) to
locate people, thus limited to people with a tag. The solution
presented in [23] is interesting as it uses heterogeneous
sources of information, including smartphone sensors, but
does not delve into the architecture for a long-term system
usage. One of the most similar approaches to the system and

implementation described within this paper is presented in
[24]. However, it does not describe in detail the architecture
followed to gather data in near-real-time. Moreover, it does
not address the privacy implications of using MAC addresses
neither. Likewise, [25] proposes a solution based on Kalman
filters for occupancy counting using Wi-Fi probe requests,
but it also lacks of information about the system archi-
tecture and the privacy considerations for a near-real-time
system.

Privacy has been always an important concern while man-
aging crowds. In this regard, literature has addressed this by
trying different methods to count people in different areas.
Reference [26] uses cheap environmental sensors to estimate
the size of the crowds in commercial centers, but the res-
olution is limited to distinguish between normal and over-
crowded situations. Therefore, it does not provide the advan-
tages to test new algorithms to locate and analyse crowds in
specific areas.

In general, solutions for crowd assessment and manage-
ment based onWi-Fi traces described in the existing literature
do not include the functional and network architecture to
deploy them in a real environment. Usually, articles analyze
different positioning and classification algorithms through an
offline process of a set of files that store the Wi-Fi frames
captured through a measurement campaign. These solutions
do not address important aspects such as the need for man-
aging large amounts of data, providing near-real-time results,
scaling the solution to large and heterogeneous areas, or sat-
isfying the demanding privacy requirements imposed by the
recent updates of the European regulation in terms of personal
information.

III. SmartSantander: A SMART CITY FRAMEWORK
The SmartSantander project [27] envisioned the creation of a
large-scale experimental facility for research and experimen-
tation on architectures, key-enabling technologies, services
and applications for the IoT domain applied to the Smart City
branch. This objective resulted in the deployment of more
than 12000 IoT sensors in the city of Santander, comprising
the following domains:

• Environmental monitoring: the prevalent part of the
testbed, asmost of the IoT sensors belong to this domain.
It includes the fixed sensors, deployed either in the lamp-
posts or in the façades, measuring sensor data such as
temperature, noise or luminosity. It is worth mentioning
that one part of such fixed deployment can be found
in the parks and gardens, so as to help with irrigation
tasks bymeasuring air humidity or soil moisture tension,
among others. In addition to the fixed IoT sensors, a set
of mobile IoT sensors were also installed in the top
of public transportation vehicles, such as buses. These
sensors had the possibility of extend the area of mea-
surements, and provided data from gases such as CO,
NO2 or O3.
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• Parking Monitoring: with more than 300 IoT devices
deployed in the city center, these sensors, buried under
the asphalt in the parking spot areas, measure the electro-
magnetic field to detect whether a car is parked on top of
them or not, sending this information to the SmartSan-
tander testbed.

• Trafficmanagement: SmartSantander counts with instal-
lation of IoT sensors dedicated to the monitorization
of traffic in the most important entrances and way
outs of the city. These IoT sensors provide informa-
tion about the number of vehicles per minute or the
occupancy in the lanes. Additionally, existing deploy-
ments in Santander were also integrated into the testbed,
providing traffic information in several roads within
the city.

Apart from the physical deployments explained above,
the SmartSantander project introduced the concept of ‘‘Cit-
izen Sensors’’, which transformed citizens into sensors with
several applications developed for smartphones. The ‘‘Par-
ticipatory Sensing’’ app provided a mean for the citizens
to send information about the city status, including cultural
events or problems (e.g. broken bin, dirtiness, etc.). Addi-
tionally, it also allowed users to send information about
their smartphones (e.g. luminosity sensor, accelerometer,
etc.) to contribute to the SmartSantander testbed datasets.
A second app was published under the name of ‘‘Smart-
SantanderRA’’. This app provides information about the city
to their users (e.g. available parking, shops and monument
information, bus information, etc.) using Augmented Real-
ity features as the main interface. At the same time it was
released, a large number of NFC tags were deployed, that
could be read using the smartphone application to gather
information about the specific point where the tag was
placed.

The SmartSantander ambition iterated over the time,
including new experimental validation in areas that were not
foreseen in the inception of the project, such as the socio-
economical acceptance of new solutions based on IoT tech-
nology [28]. It is worthmentioning the use of SmartSantander
as testbed to test and deploy new prototypes. One interesting
example of such use is the European project LEXNET [29],
which one of its main goal was to study the impact in the city
of various RF transmitter and the electromagnetic field radia-
tion. Such objective required the development of low-cost RF
sensors, which were tested and studied in the SmartSantander
testbed.

Nowadays, the SmartSantander testbed is also part of wider
movements to federate these types of facilities amongEurope.
Here we can highlight the FIESTA-IoT project [30], which
follows an Experiment as a Service [31] approach to access
different heterogeneous testbeds from a common single entry
point, using cutting edge semantic-based access tools. On the
other hand, FESTIVAL [32], an EU-Japan collaborative
project, also provides a single platform to access heteroge-
neous testbeds, including not only IoT-based testbeds but

also Living Labs, Open Data platforms and virtual machine
providers.

IV. CROWD MANAGEMENT SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
A. KEY DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Before presenting the functional architecture for the crowd
management and assessment solution, it is important to
briefly summarize which have been the key consider-
ations that have driven the design and implementation
decisions.

1) REDUCED TIME FOOTPRINT
Crowd management applications require quick adaptation to
the conditions of the monitored area. Thus, the technology
used has to be able to provide fast assessment of the crowd
composition and behavior. Not only the network architecture
has to be carefully considered in order not to introduce unde-
sired delays or being affected by network congestion, but also
the techniques used for the crowd assessment have to have
short convergence time in order to come up with, as accurate
as possible, estimations in the shortest time possible. In this
sense, in the trade-off between accuracy and speed, the former
might have a lower weight.

2) DIMENSIONALITY REDUCTION
Wi-Fi-based solutions make use of the IEEE 802.11 frames
that they can sniff from the air to calculate the position,
number, direction, etc. of the devices that have generated
them. When the decision mechanisms are applied offline,
the size of the analyzed dataset is not a major issue. How-
ever, if the solution is to be applied to crowd management
applications, offline analysis is out of scope. Online esti-
mation of the crowd composition requires that, from the
continuous stream of information that can be sniffed at a
public area or critical building within a Smart City, only the
key features extracted from the Wi-Fi frames that are cap-
tured on-site are transferred to the AI algorithms making the
assessment.

3) PRIVACY PRESERVATION
Crowd management is surely a key functionality of utmost
importance and relevance for addressing vital challenges
related with safety and emergency handling. However,
increasing security does not imply a blank check. Other fun-
damental rights of the people have to be taken into account.
The right for keeping control of their personal data have
been extraordinarily protected, at least in Europe, with the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) that applies to
all the European Union countries since last year. In this sense,
the hardware addresses of their cellphones are, somehow,
digital identities of their owners. Thus, it is mandatory to
prevent privacy leakages. This obligation not only implies
that actual MAC addresses are never known outside the local
deployment but also that robust procedures are used to com-
pletely anonymize the data streams coming from the Wi-Fi
frames sensors.
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FIGURE 1. Architecture for crowd assessment and management Wi-Fi-based systems.

B. IoT DISTRIBUTED HIERARCHICAL ARCHITECTURE
The architecture shown in Figure 1 is designed to address the
aforementioned considerations while enabling the provision
of a high quality crowd assessment and management service
based on captured Wi-Fi frames at indoor and outdoor sce-
narios of a Smart City deployment.

The architecture is based on a three-layered approach.
Firstly, the end-device-tier, which is solely intended for raw
data capture. Secondly, the Aggregator-tier, which encom-
passes the components in charge of data anonymization
and data dimensionality reduction. Finally, the Processing-
tier provides data processing capabilities to apply position-
ing or crowd assessment techniques on top of the previously
filtered data.

The solution proposed have been designed in a
deployment-agnostic manner. However, the preferred deploy-
ment model combines both fog and cloud computing. In this
sense, most of the functional blocks identified can be run
at edge servers or even IoT devices and only, if necessary,
outsource complex AI analytics about crowd estimation to
the cloud. Indeed, in the real-world deployment described in
Section V, a local cloud infrastructure is used but all the AI-
based prediction algorithms used could have been run at edge
servers. More details about the top two tiers follow.

1) AGGREGATOR-TIER
At the Aggregator layer, raw data gathered by Wi-Fi sensors
is filtered and processed after it has been anonymized for
preserving people’s privacy. Extracted features resulting from
this processing are sent using lightweight binary frames over
a raw TCP socket. While the devices running the functional
components included in this tier must be continuously pro-
cessing the Wi-Fi frames in order to filter and extract the
required features for the crowd estimation algorithm, they
do not have to have large processing capabilities as all the
processes have been defined to impose the lowest computa-
tional footprint possible. This design favors the deployment

of this tier leveraging fog-computing capabilities. Hence, data
dimensionality reduction and low latency considerations are
fulfilled since only key features are forwarded after fast and
local, thus not extra-delayed, processing.

2) PROCESSING-TIER
At the top of the architecture, all the pre-processed informa-
tion coming from the Aggregator-tier is finally fed into the
component implementing the algorithms for crowd estima-
tion. Additionally, the data stream is conveniently stored as it
can be useful for training of deep learning techniques. Finally,
results from the Machine Learning (ML) and AI techniques,
this is the crowd estimation information, are formatted into
the appropriate information model in order to provide it to
the corresponding Smart City platform so that smart services
and applications can subsequently use it.

There are 3main components at the Processing-tier. Firstly,
the Sensor Broker, which has to merge the different frames
from the devices to generate a single piece of information.
The frames from the same cellphone are kept in a buffer,
which is released upon the reception of a frame from this
smartphone with a different sequence number. The informa-
tion gathered is stored in a database for persistence. Secondly,
the Data Processor component hosts the ML and AI tech-
niques that are executed over the received frames. To this
end, this component combines the historical data stored in the
database to create or update the model used and apply it to the
frames received from the Sensor Broker in real-time. Finally,
themodel output is formatted and forwarded to the Smart City
platform that finally exports the crowd assessment towards
the corresponding crowd management application or service.

C. PRIVACY-AWARE PLATFORM APPROACH
Privacy is one of the main aspects that have to be considered
when implementing Wi-Fi-based crowd estimation systems.
Therefore, the architecture described in this paper takes into
account the privacy considerations presented in [33]. The
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privacy considerations taken are based on the recent General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [34] that has been set
for mandatory observation, and can be considered as one of
the most restrictive in the world. Assuming that requesting
active permission to users so as to store and process the MAC
address is not feasible, it is mandatory to remove any privacy-
sensitive data from the equation, ensuring no personal data is
processed and stored.

In this sense, there are two main options to remove
privacy-sensitive data, such as the MAC address, either using
anonymization or pseudonomyzation. There is a subtle differ-
ence between both [35]. Whilst an Anonymisation technique
is a procedure of data sanitization consisting on making it no
longer identifiable after this process, in pseudonymisation the
true identity is deterministically replaced with an alternative
identity. Hence, an adversary could eventually access to the
original datum through inference attacks, or even obtain other
information related to the users, such as their common routes,
if there is a data breach.

The followed approach to guarantee privacy is focused on
the anonymization of MAC addresses, as they are considered
personal data under the GDPR. The anonymization procedure
is based on the Spanish Personal Data Protection Laws and
the Spanish Law Protection Office recommendations for data
anonymization [36]. This document recommends the use of
Hash-basedMessage Authentication Codes (HMAC), a cryp-
tographic hash function, using randomly generated keys to
anonymize MAC addresses.

As mentioned before, the architecture depicted in Fig-
ure 1 has been designed to leverage the fog computing con-
cept. Aggregator-tier devices implement the privacy safe-
guard mechanisms before key frames’ features are sent to
the Processing-tier to apply the crowd estimation algorithms.
The edge devices running the Aggregator-tier must be able to
perform real-time filtering and cryptographic functions but
these are not so computational-demanding tasks that they
cannot be properly handled by regular embedded PCs.

Firstly, the Frame Feature Extraction module discards
any other Wi-Fi frame but the Probe Requests. Afterwards,
it extracts the key features from these frames, namely the
source MAC address, RSSI, Timestamp and Sequence Num-
ber. Finally, the Privacy Guarantor component anonymize the
MAC address before the information is sent to the Processing-
tier server. Anonymization is performed applying the HMAC
SHA256 hashing function along with a 12-bytes random key
over the MAC address. The use of HMAC avoid the risks of
brute force attacks, as short values are easily reversible due
to the lack of input entropy. Moreover, it can be concatenated
with the Sequence Number (i.e. Seq. Num. | | MAC address).
Concatenating the Sequence Number improves the freshness
of the anonymization.

Several considerations have to be highlighted, so as to
consider the case of a semi-honest adversary that might
want to obtain personal information from the system, such
as daily-based routes of the same individual or the MAC
address using brute-force attacks. Firstly, the key used in

the anonymization process must have a limited session
period to be non-reversible. It must be shared among all
the Aggregator-tier devices within the same deployment,
so the processing layer can combine the information related
to the same captured frame. Keys are randomly generated
at the Processing-tier and shared among the Aggregator-
tier devices, and they must be diligently destroyed after-
wards. Furthermore, this key cannot be stored neither in the
Processing-tier, nor in the Aggregator-tier, and the commu-
nication between Aggregator-tier devices and Processing-
tier must be also kept private using secure sockets (e.g.
SSL/TLS or Elliptic Curve Cryptography) and/or HTTPS
protected web services. On the other hand, the generated
HMAC is truncated to send only the 8 most significant bytes
to ensure that a non-reversible hash is stored, even if the key
is known. It is true that truncated values are more likely to be
not unique, but in this case the possibility of collisions can be
neglected.

The privacy-by-design considerations presented in this
section have an impact on the platform possibilities. In this
regard, the platform does not provide tracking information of
the same individual over time. This is due to the diligent pol-
icy of key destruction per session, producing a different non-
reversible identifier each time. Similarly, privacy measures
taken bymodern smartphone models applyingMAC random-
ization methods will have no impact in the data provided by
the system. As it is meant to locate or count users within
specific areas, without keeping track of them throughout
the time, an anonymized device will be located in the same
area/position even if the MAC changes.

Furthermore, these considerations can also have an impact
on the system scalability. The main issue regarding to system
scalability can be the high concentration of people in the
areas where the system is deployed. In this sense, probe
requests sent by users devices can overload the systems, and
the embedded PCs supporting the Aggregator-tier might not
be able to handle it. This is tackled by limiting the number
of probe requests processed per devices and unit of time.
In this scenario, the system will be able to handle thousands
of devices, just limited in this case by the database and the
connection link rate between the Aggregator-tier and the
Processing-tier.

FIGURE 2. Mercado del Este deployment.
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V. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND REAL-LIFE
DEPLOYMENT
In order to validate and evaluate the design choices of the
proposed solution, the system has been implemented and
deployed at two critical infrastructures in the city of San-
tander.

A. ‘‘MERCADO DEL ESTE’’ DEPLOYMENT
A first deployment was done in one of the main markets in
the city center of Santander. This deployment is intended
to monitor the visitor’s behavior in the ‘‘Mercado del Este’’
market, an old building restored in 2000 that contains shops,
restaurants, amuseum and a tourist office. This is a symmetric
60 × 40 meters building with three entrances in each of
the longer facades. Figure 2 sketches the building where the
system was deployed.

There are 8measurement deviceswhich uses the Raspberry
Pi Model B+ board to support both, the End-Device and the
Aggregator Device. The Raspberry Pi features a 900 MHz
Quad-core ARMCortex-A7 with 1 GB of RAM. Each device
is equipped with a TP-LINK TL-WN722NUSB adaptor with
a 4 dBi onmidirectional antenna. This USB adaptor features
the Atheros AR9271 chipset. In addition to theWi-Fi adaptor,
the devices also includes a Bluetooth 4.0 adaptor, and a
DHT22 sensor, which can monitor temperature and humidity.

Taking advantage of having an indoor deployment, devices
were powered through Power Over Ethernet (PoE), which
transports data and electric power through conventional
twisted pair Ethernet cabling.

B. AIRPORT DEPLOYMENT

FIGURE 3. Airport deployment.

The second deployment was carried out in the airport to
have an additional deployment in one of the most critical
infrastructures in the city. This deployment was focused only
on some of the public areas of the airport. Moreover, it has an
additional constraint imposed by the airport security policy
that does not allow connecting experimental devices to the
airport’s private wired network. This was addressed including
a 3GUSB adaptor to the routers used, twoMikrotik hEXPoE.
Additionally, the Raspberry Pi used in this deployment were
the Model 3 B+, featuring a Wi-Fi interface integrated in the

board, and a new upgraded processor, 1.4 GHz Quad-core
ARM Cortex-A53. Devices are also fed through PoE.

The deployment area is depicted in Figure 3. It covers
two of the most crowded areas from the airport: the baggage
reclaim area and the arrivals hall. It gives us the opportunity
to monitor the crowd concentration of people in different
periods, including stationary concentrations while waiting for
luggage.

C. SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION
The implementation of the components running at the
Aggregator-tier Devices have been done with Python. The
Frame Feature Extraction and the Privacy Guarantor are
both developed within the same multi-process Python script.
Mainly, the Pyshark module has been employed for the
capturing and filtering of the Wi-Fi frames, apart from the
cryptographic libraries to execute the HMAC SHA-256 func-
tion. The implementation of the Sensor Broker and the Data
Processor was carried out using Python scripts and the Scikit-
learn [37] library. The database used for data persistence is
built on top of a MySQL instance.

All the communications between the Aggregator-tier
devices and the Processing-tier are secured. Using secured
HTTPS web service to exchange data would not be appro-
priate in our setup, where data generation rate is very high,
as HTTPS might produce a bottleneck. Raw data streaming
channels might be better choice for this type of communi-
cation. However, the implementation can take a lot of effort,
and it can be quite time-consuming to set them up properly.
Alternatively, several transport communication frameworks
are available to ease the usage of TCP streams. Among these
alternatives, we can find RabbitMQ, Kafka, AMQP, which
have a centralized broker; or ZeroMQ [38], which is broker-
less. For our implementation, we chose ZeroMQ as it is
the fastest alternative. More specifically, the ironhouse [39]
implementation of ZMQ was employed, which provides out-
of-the-box elliptic curve cryptography support.

Finally, some modifications were performed to the Rasp-
berry Pi default configuration to ensure a robust behavior in
a long-term scenario. Among them, the key adaptation was
to make the file system read-only. This makes the Pi to work
exclusively on RAM, and prevents SD card errors, thus no SD
card replacement would be necessary in a long-term scenario.
It has some drawbacks like the loss of persistence for some
tasks (e.g. logs), but it enhances the security of the system as
no information can be accessed if the deployed devices are
tampered.

VI. A PROCESSING LAYER CROWD MANAGEMENT
IMPLEMENTATION
The analysis ofWi-Fi frames to gather information of existing
crowd concentration presents several issues that need to be
addressed. In this sense, Wi-Fi signals behavior are not easy
to predict as propagation depends on multiple factors, such as
reflections, signal strength fluctuation, etc. Hence, detected
signal strength is heavily dependent on the specifics. There
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is not a single model that could fit any scenario. Thus, it is
necessary to implement specific models depending on the
area where the devices are deployed.

Deterministic solutions could provide a valid solution, for
instance using thresholds on the RSSI to distinguish whether
a device is within a specific area or not. However, this kind
of solution is really bound to each deployment and require
a thorough analysis of the environment, which makes these
solutions hardly scalable.

For our implementation, we have chosen two probabilistic
classifiers, the Logistic Regression and the Naive Bayesian
classifiers, to assess the location of the detected devices.
Additionally, we have used the Random Forest ensemble
learning method limited to 10 trees to reduce the computa-
tional cost. The use of basic ML techniques instead of more
complex AI mechanisms is motivated by three main aspects:
(1) need for fast convergence. The Data Processor has to con-
tinuously update the crowd assessment based on the constant
stream of frames captured on the field; (2) low computational
complexity. Ideally, the Processing-tier would be deployed at
edge servers to avoid unnecessary delays. Thus, only limited
resources should be available; and (3) relaxed accuracy need.
Exact estimation of the crowd is not mandatory for most of
the crowd management applications that would consume the
data provided by this system.

A. LOGISTIC REGRESSION CLASSIFIER
The Logistic Regression Classifier (LRC) models the proba-
bility that a certain input (X ) belongs to an specific class (Y ).
It is an evolution of the traditional linear regression model
where the output is a discrete categorical value.

In our case, considering that this classifier can estimate
dichotomous and polytomous dependent variables, it was
used to estimate the location of the detected devices within
the deployment area (e.g. whether a detected device is within
a building or not).

WE consider (P(Y )) as the probability of a certain event
(Y ), and that the Logit function can be expressed as a linear
regression of independent variables as shown in Equation 1:

logit(P) = ln
(

P
1− P

)
= θ0 +

∞∑
n=0

θnXn (1)

where n is the number of dependent variables. From Equa-
tion 1 we can derive the probability of the different outputs:

P (Y ) =
1

1+ eθ0+
∑
∞

n=0 θnXn
(2)

If we apply the current deployment to Equation 2 we
have the θn constants depending on the devices deployed to
monitor the area. Similarly, the number of categories for the
dependent variable (Y ) will have to meet the number of areas
we want to monitor (e.g. two if we want to assess whether
the detected device is outside or inside the monitored area).
Therefore, depending on the input, the model will assign a
specific probability to each of the areas.

B. NAIVE BAYESIAN CLASSIFIER
Similarly, the Naive Bayesian Classifier (NBC) is a ML
model that discriminates categorical outputs based on a set
of features, assuming strong independence between them.

In our case, if we define X as the random variable repre-
senting the values obtained by the deployed devices, where n
is the number of them, it is possible to estimate, applying the
Bayes theorem, the probability of the smartphone to be in a
specific area.

P (Y |X1,X2, . . .Xn) ∝ P (Y )
n∏
i=1

P (Xi|Y ) (3)

Equation 3 is a simplified version of the direct application
of the Bayes theorem, in which proportionality is being con-
sidered, as the denominator does not change. Consequently,
to find the area (Y ) where the device is located, it is necessary
to find the output Y with the biggest probability as defined in
Equation 4.

Y = argmaxYP (Y )
n∏
i=1

P (Xi|Y ) (4)

Hence, to create the model for the NBC, it is necessary to
compute the probabilities obtained from a training dataset in
the different areas.

C. RANDOM FOREST CLASSIFIER
The RandomForest Classiffier (RFC) is an ensemble learning
method that is composed of multiple decision trees. This
method was firstly presented by Ho [40] and extended by
Breiman [41] lately. The main advantage of RFC over Deci-
sion Trees is the reduced variance while avoiding overfit-
ting, thus improving the performance of the model. RFC
uses recursive partitioning to generate the decision trees and
aggregate the results. Decision trees are created by sampling
the dataset with replacement to obtain a bootstrap sampling
[42]. Therefore, the distribution of the samples are statisti-
cally identical in regards to the original dataset. Considering
(P(Y )) as the probability of a certain event (Y ) provided by
each decision tree, we obtain the random forest probability
by averaging all of them, as shown in 5, being D the number
of Decision Trees used to model the RFC.

P′(Y ) =
1
D

D∑
n=0

P(Y ) (5)

Hence, the output Y will be the one with the biggest
probability as shown in the equation 6.

Y = argmaxYP′(Y ) (6)

D. TEST SCENARIO SETUP AND PERFORMANCE OF
SELECTED CLASSIFIERS
In order to test the probabilistic classifiers we have performed
several measurement campaigns, obtaining 246,500 and
1,540,168 Probe Request frames from both, the ‘‘Mercado del
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FIGURE 4. Pearson correlation matrix from ‘‘Mercado del Este’’ (left) and airport (right) deployments.

FIGURE 5. ROC curve for selected classifiers from ‘‘Mercado del Este’’ (left) and airport (right) deployments.

Este’’ and Airport deployment, respectively. These measure-
ment campaigns have been carried out using a set of 12 dif-
ferent smartphones, including Android, IOS and Windows
Phone based operating systems, which were forced to send
Probe Requests continuously. Furthermore, the measure-
ments were taken in different spots evenly distributed, both
inside and outside the buildings, with the ground truth anno-
tation of the exact position and the time spent in each of the
spots. Therefore, for the assessment of the classifiers accu-
racy, it is possible to match the frames sent from a specific
location with their RSSI fingerprint.

For the analysis, the RSSI values gauged by the 8 measure-
ment devices every one second from the same phone have
been aggregated in a single vector. In order to avoid having
blanks in these vectors, in case any of the measurement
devices failed to get the RSSI, the corresponding element of
the vector is set to−102 dBm.We are assuming that this kind
of situations are due to not receiving the corresponding Probe
Request. Hence, we are using 3dB less than the sensitivity of
the Wi-Fi chipset used in the measurement devices. Finally,

columns with less than two real RSSI values (i.e. not forced
to the fixed value) were discarded.

Chosen probabilisic classifiers perform better with a low
correlation among input variables. Therefore, we have stud-
ied the product-moment correlation coefficient from the mea-
surements. As it is shown in Figure 4, there is strong relation
among the values obtained by closer measurement devices.
This is especially evident in the Airport deployment, where
the correlation between measurement devices located in the
same room (i.e. RP1-RP4 and RP5-RP8) are above 0.6. Both
scenarios show aweak negative correlation betweenmeasure-
ment devices that are far away from each other (i.e RP3 and
RP7, RP1 and RP8). However, the overall situation is varied
enough, remarkably at the ‘‘Mercado del Este’’ deployment,
where correlation is generally below 0.4).

Half of the dataset was used for creating the models while
the other half was used for the assessment. Figure 5 shows
the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves for both
deployments. Attending to the Area Under the Curve (AUC)
parameter, we can see that all the classifiers have a very good
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FIGURE 6. Confusion matrix using the logistic regression classifier in
‘‘Mercado del Este"’’ (left) and airport (right) deployments.

FIGURE 7. Confusion matrix using the Naive Bayes classifier in ‘‘Mercado
del Este’’ (left) and airport (right) deployments.

FIGURE 8. Confusion matrix using the random forest classifier in
‘‘Mercado del Este’’ (left) and airport (right) deployments.

performance for this classification problem. This result is
endorsed by the confusion matrices shown in Figure 8. These
matrices have resulted from applying both classifiers to the
different deployments, where the decision for the predicted
location is made when P(Y ) > 0.5. As shown in the results,
the RFC provides the best results, followed closely by NBC,
which performs slightly better than the LRC. However, even
the worst results (obtained by the LRC at the Airport) are
quite satisfactory for this use case. This poorer performance
of the LRC at the airport is mainly due to the location of
the deployed devices that causes higher correlations. Finally,
convergence times for both methods were short enough to
guarantee real-time decisions.

All in all, the results of the analysis performed are good
enough to validate our design premises as they demonstrate
that using lightweight AI classifiers, which can easily fit with
the capacities of any edge server, on top of available data from
WiFi traces, it is possible to obtain really accurate estimations
of crowds in public buildings.

VII. CONCLUSION
Crowd control in urban areas is becoming a major objec-
tive for smart cities. This paper have introduced a baseline

AI-aided IoT-based architecture for crowd management sys-
tems taking advantage of Wi-Fi frames analysis. The pre-
sented architecture has a strong focus on privacy, address-
ing the restrictive European Union privacy regulation, which
considers MAC addresses as personal datum for such types
of deployments. Moreover, its design is ready to make the
most of the fog-computing paradigm for enabling low latency
decision making and for reducing its vulnerability to network
bottlenecks.

Likewise, the paper describes the two deployments that
have been carried out in the city of Santander, meant to
validate and evaluate the solution in real-world situations.
In this paper we have described the results of applying
three different AI classifiers for crowd assessment to both
deployments. The three mechanisms analysed have shown
a good performance in deciding whether the targets were
inside or outside the building. It is important to highlight that
they were chosen because of their lightweight computational
footprint and fast convergence time. This feature makes them
good candidates to employ fog-computing approaches, thus
reducing even more the decision time and satisfying, in a
larger extend, the key design considerations described in the
paper. In this sense, as it has been stated, the contributions
of the paper are focused on the design, implementation,
and subsequent validation, of the crowd-management system
in a real-world scenario under the aforementioned design
considerations of stringent privacy restrictions and lightness.
Rather than researching on the most accurate crowd estima-
tion approach, the paper has focused on the implementation
of a crowd monitoring system addressing key requirements
that are overseen in other studies and its validation through
the integration and analysis of several lightweight classifiers,
despite the fact that there are other analogous algorithms with
similar or even better performance.

As part of the future work, we intend to include other
classification techniques, including more computational-
demanding algorithms, to evaluate which provides the best
performance for positioning tasks. It is also foreseen the
use of more complex machine learning techniques to extract
additional features from the datasets, such as the prediction of
periods were the monitored areas are most crowded. Further-
more, it is intended to study the implementation of unsuper-
visedmachine learning algorithms to assess crowds’ behavior
in critical infrastructures, with the inclusion of additional data
sources (e.g. weather forecast).
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